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The Nissan ZX is a sports car in the Nissan Z-car family that was produced across two similar
but unique generations. As with all other versions of the Z, the ZX was sold within the Japanese
domestic market under the name Fairlady Z. It was sold in Japan from to and in the United
States from to , the ZX name followed the numerical convention initiated with the original Z car,
the Nissan S30 , which was marketed in the U. The addition of the "X" to the car's name was a
carryover from its predecessor, the ZX , to signify the presence of more luxury and comfort
oriented features. The first generation ZX known as the Z31 model was produced from through
and was a sales success becoming the highest volume Z-car for Nissan. To become even more
competitive in the sports car market, the second generation Z32 was driven up-market. It was
redesigned to be faster and feature more advanced technology, but came with a higher price
than its predecessor, with consecutive price increases each model year of availability. As such,
sales dwindled each year, a trend in the higher end sports car market at the time, and Nissan
placed a hiatus on selling new Nissan Z-Cars to the US after the model year, though the car
would continue to be sold in the Japan domestic market until in low production numbers. Car
and Driver placed the Z32 on its Ten Best list for seven consecutive years, each model year of
its availability in the United States. Motor Trend awarded it as the Import Car of the Year.
Designed by Kazumasu Takagi and his team of developers, the Z31 improved aerodynamics and
increased power when compared to its predecessor, the ZX. The newer Z-car had a drag
coefficient of 0. According to Nissan , the new V6 engine was intended to uphold the sporty,
six-cylinder spirit of the original Fairlady Z , but in a more compact and efficient package. The
ZR was the last Z-car to feature a factory-installed inline six. There were five engine options in
total: A turbocharged dual overhead cam 2. The Z31 had electronic fuel injection EFI , and was
rear wheel drive. The VG30 engine was either a type A or type B sub-designation from to March ,
while models from April to had a W sub-designation. The W-series engines featured redesigned
water jackets for additional cooling, and fully floating piston wrist pins. Finally, these engines
were equipped with self-adjusting hydraulic valve lifters. The transmissions were a 5-speed
manual or an optional 4-speed automatic all Z31 automatics were the E4N71B equipped with
torque-converter lockup including turbo models. All Z31s were equipped with a Nissan R rear
differential, [ citation needed ] April and later turbo models received an R clutch limited-slip
differential except Shiro Specials which had a Viscous-type limited slip. Select ZX models as
well as some other Nissan models of the time period could also be equipped with a digital
gauge cluster that also utilized a "Voice Warning System". The Voice Warning System used the
vehicle's radio and driver's door speaker to mute the radio and provide a vocal warning
whenever the left or right door was ajar, the exterior lights were left on after the vehicle was
turned off, parking brake was left on while trying to operate the car, or the fuel level was low.
Other technological features in the ZX included a "Body Sonic" audio system that utilized a
separate amplifier and speakers in the vehicle's front seats that allowed bass from music to be
felt by the vehicle's occupants, and a fully digital climate control system. The Z31 chassis was
based on the ZX. Turbocharged models, except for the Shiro Special edition, had 3-way
electronically adjustable shock absorbers. The Z31 was available in either left or right hand
drive. The Z31 body was slightly restyled in with the addition of side skirts, flared fenders, and
sixteen inch wheels turbo models only. Many black plastic trim pieces were also painted to
match the body color, and the hood scoop was removed. The car was given a final makeover in
that included more aerodynamic bumpers, fog lamps within the front air dam, and bulb-based
headlamps that replaced the outdated sealed beam headlights. The ZX-titled reflector in the rear
was updated to a narrow set of tail lights running the entire width of the car and an LED third
brake light on top of the rear hatch. This was the first car in history to have the central brake
light with LED, in model year, made by Stanley Electric. The Z31 continued selling until , more
than any other Z-Car at the time. Cars produced from to are referred to as "Zenki" models, while
cars produced from to are known as "Kouki" models. The models are a special due to sharing
some major features from both. They are sometimes referred to as "Chuki" models, but are
usually grouped with the Zenki models because of the head and tail lights. North America was
the main market for the ZX, as for previous generations of the Z-car. It was introduced to the
United States in October , along with the remainder of Nissan's model year lineup. The SF
model was only available in Canada. The to turbo models featured a Garrett T3 turbocharger
with a 7. For the model year, the base two-seater model was made available without the T-bars,
creating a lower cost entry-level version. Two Special Edition versions of the Z31 generation
model were produced by Nissan; a 50th Anniversary Edition celebrated the company's
semi-centennial in and offered additional luxury features, and a "Shiro Special", released four
years later, with performance-oriented upgrades. The only option available to the 50th
Anniversary Edition was the choice between an automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission. In
, the turbocharged Shiro Special debuted with pearl white paint, stiffer springs and matched

shocks, heavy-duty anti-sway bars, a unique front air dam, paint matched wheels, Recaro seats
with matching door panels, painted bumperettes, white painted door handles and a viscous
limited-slip differential. No options were available for the Shiro. As originally introduced, all
Japanese market Fairlady Z's were slicktops, but the T-top option was made available in
February The 2-liter models later gained the Z, ZG, or ZS monikers to help differentiate from the
larger, three-liter models. The ZR model was introduced in October and was the first production
car in the world to use a ceramic turbocharger. This was made much smaller with the October
facelift, which generally made for a smoother appearance overall. The ZR was positioned as a
sportier alternative, with tighter suspension settings, while the turbocharged ZX was now only
offered with an automatic transmission, and the ZR was a budget alternative as it fit into a lower
tax and insurance category thanks to its smaller engine. The two-seater model was not available
in mainland Europe but was available in the United Kingdom. All European turbocharged
models received a different front lower spoiler as well, with models being unique and
production having the same spoiler as the USDM Shiro Special model. Swedish- and
Swiss-market models as well as those sold in Australia received exhaust gas recirculation
control systems to meet those countries particular emissions regulations. The cars sold in and
'85 were all naturally aspirated with no catalytic converter, while the turbocharged version was
the only model available from to There was only one trim level in Australia, with the digital
dashboard and climate control being an optional upgrade package, and leather seats only
available in the redesigned series 3 "Californian" models. The Australian factory service manual
provides camshaft measurements which do not match any of the known USDM or EDM
camshaft profiles, the FSM states the exhaust valve has an open duration of degrees, but the
specified opening and closing angles add up to degrees. The exterior badge was fixed to the
cars by dealerships, so the position of the badge is not the same on all models. There was no
Shiro Special in Australia, and no models featured the adjustable shock absorbers. The Z32 was
a new design, approved in final form by Nissan management on October 1, and designed by
Isao Sono and Toshio Yamashita. It had a marginally increased drag coefficient of. Nissan
utilized the Cray-2 supercomputer to design the new Z32 with a form of CAD software [22]
making it one of the first production cars to utilize this tool. Most Z32s now featured T-tops as
standard. In , a 2-seat convertible version produced by ASC [23] was introduced for the first
time, in response to aftermarket conversions. Officially, a total of eight cars were produced and
were numbered But there were others custom-made. The exact number is not known. The SR
claimed the title of the third fastest production car in the world in for a fraction of the price of a
Lamborghini Diablo and Ferrari F40 according to the designer Randy Ball. The performance
upgrades were covered by the factory warranty. Each vehicle was numbered in the engine bay
and interior. American Z-car sales reached one million sales during the model year, making it at
that time the best selling sports car. A Commemorative Edition for the final units shipped to
America included decals and certificates of authenticity. In Japan , the ZX continued until
August It could be ordered with various options separately. Options were available separately
by order only, and include:. The aforementioned facelift of late featured a new front fascia, tail
lights, optional Xenon HID headlights, optional rear spoiler, optional BBS mesh wheels, orange
rear corner lights and an instrument cluster with white dials as well as other minor changes.
The Z32 chassis underwent some changes during its production run between and Japan and to
US. The Z32's extended model year sales in reached 39, units. The second commercial was
directed by Ridley Scott and only aired once. Executives at Nissan pulled the commercial after
the initial airing when they became concerned the commercial would promote street racing
since the commercial features the ZX being faster than a sport bike, a formula one car and a
fighter jet. Joe -like action figure coming to life, getting behind the wheel of a red ZX
radio-controlled car and picking up a Barbie -like doll for a date, stealing her away from her
husband, who resembles Ken. They then drive around the feet of Mr K, a caricature of former
Nissan executive Yutaka Katayama , who smiles as he watches them go by. Joe, Barbie and Ken
amounted to "trademark and copyright infringement" and caused "irreparable injury to Mattel's
name, business reputation and goodwill. The ZX was campaigned during and in showroom
stock racing. Additional factory endorsement, combined with a new chassis, transmission and
more reliable Goodyear tires contributed to the team's success. The biggest triumph for the Z32
racecar was the victory in the 24 Hours of Daytona. In an attempt to level the playing field in the
GTS-1 class by reducing the allowable horsepower, the IMSA declared the twin turbo VG engine
ineligible for the season. In , JUN's first Z32 went In Australia, the to Nissan ZX was assessed in
the Used Car Safety Ratings brochure as providing "average" protection for its occupants in the
event of a crash. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Nissan Motor car model. Motor vehicle.
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sales debut in for the model year as the Datsun Maxima , it replaced the earlier Datsun The
name "Maxima" dates back to for the model year when the upscale sold as the " Maxima" in
North America. The Datsun brand was phased out in favor of Nissan in for the model year, thus
becoming the Nissan Maxima. Most Maximas were built in Oppama , Japan, until the current
North American Maximas started being assembled in Smyrna, Tennessee beginning with the
model year. In some markets beyond North America, the "Maxima" name has also been applied
to the Nissan Cefiro and Teana see below. The Maxima badge has only seen intermittent use in
the Japanese domestic market, first as a luxury version of the Bluebird. It was discontinued in
Japan in but is currently available to buy from an independent importer. The first car to wear the
Maxima name, the second generation Datsun , was introduced in for the model year. It was
essentially a Japanese-market Datsun Bluebird with a 3. This model replaced the Datsun first
generation. The second generation Datsun was not sold in Japan, only in North America as the
more basic Datsun Deluxe and the fully equipped Maxima. In for model year , the last year of the
first generation Maxima, North American Datsuns began carrying the "Nissan" badge as well.
Only model year Nissans have "Nissan" and "Datsun" badges on the back of the car, although
earlier models had a "Datsun" badge with a tiny "by Nissan" section underneath. For the first
model year, the Deluxe was the only version to receive the five-speed manual, while the
luxurious Maxima only came with a three-speed automatic. The sedans have independent rear
suspension while the wagon has a leaf sprung live rear axle. The wagon also received rear
drums rather than disc brakes. The second generation retained the same 2. Some of the power
steering pumps were sourced from General Motors ' Saginaw Gear division, while others were
sourced from Atsugi. The use of USA-made parts was phased in prior to the passage of local
content laws imposed by the U. One unique feature of the car was its phonograph-based voice
warning system. Warnings like those for a door being open, etc. A common thing to hear would
be, "door is open, key is in ignition. On October 17, , [5] the first front-wheel drive Maxima based
on the Bluebird U11 was introduced for the model year. In Japan, a smaller 2. These engines
were the first V6 engine to be mass-produced in Japan. The second generation was assigned
compact status in the US market. This was the last generation to be available as a station
wagon , a version which had been offered since the Datsun days. In late , the Maxima was
introduced with a freshened exterior and interior. Automatic shoulder belts were now found on
both the sedan and wagons built after February An exclusive option for was the Sonar
Suspension System -which was part of the Electronics Pkg- replacing the trip computer that
was previously offered. This feature used sonar waves to monitor the road conditions ahead
and adjusted the shocks accordingly for the most controlled ride. The SE and some GXEs
offered dual power seats, a five-speed manual transmission, three-way shock adjustable
suspension, front and rear windshield defroster, and a factory-installed security system. The SE
also has a small rear spoiler, all-wheel disc brakes, black side rear view mirrors, and body
molding GXE got body-color side rear-view mirrors and matching body molding. Again, the
Maxima's prime competitor was the similarly specified Toyota Cressida , which remained rear
wheel drive. The Maxima provided a combination of luxury and sporty features while the
Cressida was generally seen as being softer and more luxurious. The Japanese market
"Bluebird Maxima" received either four-door hardtop sedan or pillared sedan bodywork and a 2.
It received the smaller V6 engine so that it would comply with Japanese Government dimension
regulations that tax larger vehicles. The station wagon bodywork was not available in the home
market, with the hardtop exclusive to Nissan Bluebird Store Japanese dealerships. The Maxima
was redesigned on October 24, [6] for the model year as the J30 series not to be confused with

the unrelated Infiniti J30 model. Larger dimensions made it the second Japanese sedan sold in
North America to qualify as a "mid-size" after the Mazda Nissan marketed this generation
Maxima in North America a four-door sports car and even gave it a "4DSC" window decal
showing this. A refresh occurred in August for the model year from July production , adding a
driver's side SRS airbag. The facelifted version was no longer offered in Japan. In the United
States, the VG30E engine, which featured a variable intake manifold on automatic and manual
transmission models, was used on all to GXE models and to SE models. This generation
Maxima was fitted with an independent rear suspension, and continued to offer the road
scanning, electronic Super Sonic Suspension sonar. An interesting feature was the digital touch
entry system on the GXE in conjunction with the new Luxury Package , which allowed the
windows to be lowered and the moon roof opened from outside the vehicle on a keypad
integrated on the front door handle without the key in the ignition and one of the industry's first
heads up displays was also included in the package. The system projected a holographic image
of the vehicles speed on a small screen in the windshield, which is quite common today. It was
a 3. Its iron block was topped with aluminum cylinder heads and featured a dual length intake
manifold 5-speed model only , variable intake valve timing, coil on plug ignition, plus a
limited-slip differential. The SE models can be further distinguished from the GXE by their
white-faced gauges, twisted-spoke turbine wheels. The automatic transmission on all GXEs
RE4F02A was an innovative compact unit from Jatco, which featured "sport" and "comfort"
modes that shifted at different points. The to SE received an optional automatic transmission
RE4F04V that had stronger internals, but kept the "sport" and "comfort" modes. During this
year, the Maxima was first introduced to the European market, replacing the Laurel. For
European markets, the model range was: 3. Nissan Australia began importing the J30 series for
a May release to replace the locally assembled Nissan Skyline R31 sedan and station wagon.
Nissan made the Maxima available in two equipment grades, the M and Ti. The Ti added a rear
spoiler, climate control air conditioning, anti-lock brakes, electric seats and a PIN touch-pad
locking system. Designed from early [10] to March The Maxima's primary competitor, the Toyota
Cressida , was discontinued after the model year, with Toyota touting the front-wheel-drive
Toyota Avalon , a stretched version of the Toyota Camry introduced in , as its replacement. In
October , the Maxima's exterior was refreshed for , with new five-spoke alloy wheels, plastic
clear-lens headlights vs. Among interior changes were a different steering wheel and CD player.
There were also structural modifications to improve crash worthiness for the to models. The
Nissan Maxima also saw some minor changes: an Anti-Theft Engine Immobilizer was standard
using a chip in the ignition key, as well as some minor body trims. The Maxima SE was also
available with a Limited Package which consisted of Titanium tinted SE-Limited emblems on the
front doors, titanium tinted trunk emblems, and titanium tinted 16" alloy wheels. The interior
gauge cluster was also titanium tinted and the optional leather seats were perforated and
embossed with SE on the backrests. The front floor mats were also embossed with SE-Limited
logos. The fourth generation Maxima was highly praised for its quiet, roomy interior. The 's
VQ30DE 3. At the time, the Maxima was one of few four-door, six-cylinder cars sold in North
America with a standard manual transmission. The automatic was a no cost option, which most
Maximas were equipped with. As the Maxima badge was retired in Japan, this particular
generation was sold there as the Nissan Cefiro A The Cefiro badge had previously been used on
a Nissan Laurel -based, higher specification model with rear-wheel drive see A31 Cefiro. For the
Japanese market, a Cefiro-badged station wagon was also available. The Cefiro was actually
introduced first, in August , and was originally available with 2 and 2. This generation was also
sold as the Maxima QX in Europe and other parts of the world, and was mostly identical to the
Japanese Cefiro except for minor trim differences. Introduced in May , the model year Maxima
designated A33B was a refresh of the previous car, designed at Nissan's La Jolla, California
design studio during â€” under Jerry Hirshberg. The GXE was the base Maxima. The sporting
SE models came with a rear trunklid spoiler. This generation also formed the basis for the
Infiniti I30 a rebadged Nissan Cefiro. The Maxima had a special edition of the SE model which
commemorated the 20th anniversary of the Maxima. In addition to the usual SE content, this car
had the Infiniti I30's engine, special skirts ground effects all around the lower perimeter, and
special touches to the interior. It also came with drilled metal "brushed metallic" pedals, a
brushed metallic shifter, and stainless steel door sill plates with the name "MAXIMA" stamped
into them. The optional leather interior was perforated, unlike that in the regular SE. Finally, the
"SE Comfort and Convenience Package" included a sunroof and 17" dark chrome alloy wheels.
This generation of the Maxima saw Nissan introduce a Bridgestone-made engine mount with
sensors that communicate with the ECM. Many transmission-like problems such as 'unable to
shift into higher gears' resulted from worn engine mounts triggering signals to prevent the
vehicle from gaining higher speeds. This problem was not often detected by the diagnostics

conducted on the transmission and ECM as they were not the cause of the problem. For the
model year, the engine was replaced for the whole lineup with a 3. Some interior differences
include slightly redesigned seats, a smaller screw-on shift knob on automatic models along
with a different shift pattern, a redesigned steering wheel, revised headunits, and a different cup
holder lid. Facelift SE models equipped with the six-speed manual transmissions were capable
of acceleration of 6. For , there was a special SE package called the "Titanium Edition" which
came with glossy titanium colour 6-spoke alloy wheels and titanium interior accents. In the
United States, a Meridian Edition package was offered which included heated seats and steering
wheel usually leather, although some were available with heated cloth , and a GPS navigation
system. The GPS navigation system was never offered in Canada. The Titanium Edition was
available in all colours, but a new colour was available only with the Titanium Edition Polished
Titanium. In Canada, all models came with heated seats and a heated leather wrapped steering
wheel. It was developed from to , with a March design freeze. The manual transmission was
never offered in the SL model and the suspension is tuned for a softer ride. For all models, the
rear independent suspension returned, this time using a multilink setup similar to the Altima.
For , the U. It featured a freshened front fascia lacking the center block, the new grille closely
resembled that of the Altima. Headlights were also more squared around the edges. New interior
changes included an Intelligent Key system with integrated ignition tab, new center console,
and new white-and-orange gauges as opposed to the older pure orange ones. The Australian
version was code-named J31, shared the VQ engine, initially only came with a four-speed
automatic transmission , and had quite noticeable styling differences to the North American
version as it was based on the Nissan Teana. In , it received a minor mid-life facelift and an
all-new CVT automatic transmission. The North American Maxima was known for a balance
between sport and luxury; other models tended to focus more on comfort. The seventh
generation Maxima A35 is built on the Nissan D platform sharing this platform with the fourth
generation Nissan Altima and second generation Nissan Murano. The exterior and interior
design are somewhat similar to the Infiniti G and Infiniti M , with an updated navigation interface
and optional USB interface system that works with the main console monitor and steering wheel
controls. It serves as Nissan's North American top front wheel drive sedan at Nissan
dealerships. A revised version of Nissan's Xtronic CVT continuously variable transmission with
paddle shifting was the only transmission offered, with no manual or regular automatic
available. The Maxima's design traded height and length for a sleeker styling, although the
width was increased slightly. The keyless ignition uses a push button to start and stop the
engine. In the U. The SkyView center glass was replaced by a retractable panoramic moonroof
for A35 series Maxima. Performance: [24]. For , Nissan modestly freshened the Maxima's
exterior, with a new grille, taillights and new alloy wheels in and inch diameters. The cabin
received a few small trim changes, but was mostly carried over from The Nissan Maxima still
remained the same for the most part and was available with three new option packages for the
new model year. The "SV Value Package" includes the premium Bose audio setup along with
heated front seats, a heated steering wheel and heated outside mirrors. The Sport Package
included alloy wheels and a climate-controlled driver's seat, combined with the Maxima Monitor
Package a rearview camera system, seven-inch color monitor, USB port and an iPod storage
net. Nissan's flagship Maxima sedan entered the model year in late August with the addition of a
new S Value Package. This has smoked appearance HID Xenon headlights, a compass in the
rearview mirror, rear spoiler, fog lights, outside mirrors with integrated turn signals and metallic
trim treatment. There were two new exterior colors: Gun Metallic replaces Dark Gray and
Midnight Garnet replaces Tuscan Sun ; for eight available exterior colors total. The 3. Nissan
stated "they will have plenty Nissan Maximas on dealer lots until the all-new Nissan Maxima
arrives" in calendar year Sporting an athletic body redesign, Nissan calls it a "four-door sports
car", a marketing term also used on the third generation J30 series The vehicle is 82 pounds
lighter than before, with a revamped interior taking inspiration from aerospace. There was also
an SR Midnight Edition that was introduced in The Midnight Edition blacked out most chrome
Grille, rims, rear chrome, exhaust tips, etc. The Midnight Edition was discontinued after the
model year. The Maxima for Mexico was facelifted in July 9, It is offered in the Advance, SR, and
Exclusive trim lines. Performance : [30]. In other markets, the Maxima J30 series sold
internationally between and , albeit with different frontal styling to the North American version.
From until , Nissan in Australasia also retailed the Teana under the Maxima badge. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main articles: Nissan Cefiro and Nissan Teana.
J30 â€” sold worldwide Main article: Nissan Maxima J Nissan Online Newsroom. Retrieved 11
August Black Enterprise. June Retrieved 11 May New Model Bulletin in Japanese. Sanei Shobo.
Retrieved 12 October Retrieved 2 October Archived from the original on 6 October Katalog der
Automobil Revue 97 in German. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. The New York Times.
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Nissan Altima is a midsize car that has been manufactured by Nissan since It is a continuation
of the Nissan Bluebird line, which began in The Altima has historically been larger, more
powerful, and more luxurious than the Nissan Sentra but less so than the Nissan Maxima. The
first through fourth generation cars were manufactured exclusively in the United States and
officially sold in North and South America, along with the Middle East and Australia. For other
markets, Nissan sold a related midsize sedan called the Nissan Teana which was between the
Altima and Maxima in terms of size. In , the Teana became a rebadged version of the fifth
generation Altima. The name "Altima" was originally applied to a top trim line of the Nissan
Leopard for the Japanese market in , [1] and then to the Nissan Laurel mid-size car sold in
Central America and the Caribbean before In , Nissan discontinued the Stanza which was a
Nissan Bluebird clone, replacing it with the US-built Altima, while remaining a compact car. The
first Altima was produced in June , as a model. All Altima models were built in Smyrna,
Tennessee , until June , when Nissan's Canton, Mississippi plant also began producing the
model to meet high demand. Initially, the car's official name was "Stanza Altima," which appears
on the early owners manuals. Suspension was composed of struts with stabilizer bars at both
ends and was noted for providing sporty, satisfying handling plus a firm ride and moderate road
noise ; all wheels were inches. Being one of the bigger compact cars, the Altima could seat four
adults fairly comfortably, though its body was too narrow for five. Some options included a gold
emblem package, molded mud guards, and a pin stripe. All models had small cup holders under
the radio and a small glovebox which were improved in the redesign. The base XE rare had
manual windows. The mid-line GXE had power windows, a power retracting antenna, pass thru
rear armrest, a digital clock in dash became optional on models , and color matched plastic
speaker grilles for the rear 6-inch speakers. In addition to the GXE features, the SE had a stiffer
suspension, fog lights, 3 leg mount rear spoiler models with a clear LED brake light , side skirts
no upper side moldings , and sport seats plus a standard sunroof in â€” It also had 4-wheel disc
brakes, which came on the other trim lines when antilock brakes were ordered. The to Maxima
and SX had similar technology but only showed speed. For it gave up all of the above in
exchange for standard leather previously optional. The Altima gained a darker burl wood dash
trim, a flush mount passenger airbag and regular seat belts. For , all the armrest lids were
thicker and about 4. The model year introduced also brought a new venetian blind -like grille,
new taillights red and clear , and a new 2 leg mount spoiler with a red LED brake light for the SE.
Some other changes included the removal of the rear speaker grilles for a flat rear deck, a
cheaper cloth interior, a plastic cover replacing the rear ashtray, and the digital in dash clock
was now optional. For the During the model year the GXE gained a new "Limited Edition"
package including alloy wheels, keyless entry, alarm, floor mats, and a Limited Edition sticker
on each side near the front wheels. The majority of final-year Altima models were dubbed " The
second generation chassis model L30 was an American market-only version, again styled by
Nissan's California design center under Doug Wilson through design freeze in A new interior by
Diane Allen brought a revised glove box and cup holders, a folding back seat except on XE , and
depowered airbags. The Japanese domestic market Bluebird U14 has different front and rear
ends, and slightly narrower width dimensions to comply with Japanese government dimension
regulations. While total volume remained identical at cubic feet 3. On the downside, many were
let down by the new model's plainer styling and cheapened interior; some also felt the gas
pedal was now too lightly sprung. The SE can be distinguished by its body-color grille, fog
lights, rear spoiler, alloy wheels, and white-faced gauges. In this generation of Altima, all GLEs
had leather seats standard. The majority of changes came for the model year. Gearing and final
drive ratios were shortened on both transmissions, stabilizer bars were thickened, and the
steering was firmed up. SE and GLE models also upgraded to inch wheels with lower-profile
tires, new Monroe struts with "acceleration-sensitive strut valving", and a front strut tower
brace for sportier handling all optional on GXE. The Altima grew slightly longer and got a
deeper front grille, one-piece headlamps with integrated turn signals and standard low-speed
cornering lamps, all-red taillights, and plastic trim on the deck lid. Inside were new front seats

with a driver's height adjuster, cup holders for the rear seat automatic transmission models
only , revised seat cloth, a new instrument panel with digital odometer, a new rear window
antenna, and the keyless entry fob now included a trunk release. For , the Altima GXE again
gained a Limited Edition package: power driver's seat, keyless entry with alarm and floor mats.
The third-generation Altima chassis model L31 debuted for the model year. The Asian Nissan
Teana is similar but not quite identical, designed for Southeast Asian market requirements; all
three model lines shared the same platform. The Altima grew significantly for this generation, as
interior volume expanded to The Altima's interior dimensions even surpassed that of the
higher-end Maxima , so the Maxima was moved more upscale into the full-size bracket.
Additionally, the Altima upgraded its rear suspension to a multi-link type and its brakes to
4-wheel discs. This was the first generation to offer a V6 engine. The Nissan Altima received a
facelift , including a new front grille, all-red taillights, redesigned interior, and an optional
DVD-based navigation system. The third-generation Altima was well received by the press, with
many critics praising the new style and extra space, being one of the most powerful and
best-handling family sedans available. As the Altima offered the performance and space of the
upper-market Maxima in a less expensive car, [14] this significantly reduced Maxima sales but
made Nissan competitive in the mid-size segment for the first time. Most of the criticism
centered on the interior found in the â€” models, which was cited for using hard and brittle
plastics. Some also found the steering too light and or abrupt, and the turning circle too wide
due to its elongated wheelbase. The 2. Some cases were because of owner neglect and other
cases involved the catalytic converter failing, forcing foreign objects back into the exhaust
manifold. Most reports were received after the vehicle is beyond , miles and more than eight
years old beyond any warranties and most of the reports had only to do with the â€” model
ranges. In April a class action lawsuit was filed in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois on behalf of all Nissan Altima owners of through model years. The
lawsuit originally alleged that Nissan manufactured those model years with defective
floorboards on both the driver and passenger side of the vehicle but was dismissed by a judge
in January The resulting premature rust was extensive and generally happened out of warranty.
The real cause was that the front mudguards were not high enough and there was no
stoneguard applied to the metal plates underneath the vehicle. Other car makes from other car
manufacturers have also experienced the same problem to a lesser extent. Nissan changed the
design of the floorboards for the 4th generation and thus the problem did not reoccur again
from MY onwards. It was the first vehicle to use the smaller Nissan D platform , with a new front
and upgraded rear suspension. The Maxima and Murano also used this new platform starting
with the models. As with the previous generation, it shares much of its mechanicals and
platform with the Nissan Teana which is built for different market conditions in Asia. The fourth
generation Altima used revised versions of the engines from the third generation model. The
VQ35DE 3. This generation Altima came packaged with, for its time, new technology such as a
standard Smart Key referred to as the "Nissan Intelligent Key" , along with available Bluetooth
capability for cell phones, and a parking camera. The dashboard was designed with larger
buttons for easy readability and a total of eight cup holders, two in front of the center console,
two in the rear armrest, and one ounce cup holder in each door. Several hidden compartments
were added as well as doubling the glove compartment space to 0. For , all Altima models
received ABS with electronic brake-force distribution. For , a new base model, named the 2. To
save costs, the 2. Other cost-saving measures on the 2. Features such as air conditioning with a
single-zone manual climate control, a split-folding rear bench seat, Velour cloth seat trim,
keyless entry, and a push-button ignition were still included as standard equipment on the base
2. In for the model year, the Nissan Altima was facelifted with a new front fascia, hood, and
headlights, as well as new wheels and interior materials. However, the SR formerly the SE could
still be had with a 6-speed manual though this was for customer order only. It had a shorter
wheelbase, shorter overall length and lower height than the Altima Sedan. Like the sedan, the
Altima Coupe received a facelift for which included a redesigned front end, hood and grille, new
projector beam headlights, and the Altima Coupe 2. A new premium Bose audio system with a 4.
For the model year Generation 5 , the 3. This model year also included the first, standard
equipped, NASA inspired "zero gravity" front row seating. These seats use research from the U.
The Altima Hybrid was Nissan's first hybrid car , first introduced in February and discontinued
in the model year. In the U. Its hybrid-drive system was licensed from Toyota 's hybrid
technology ; the company asserted that subsequent hybrid models would be based on hybrid
technology developed in-house. The Hybrid featured a 2. Features on the Hybrid were identical
to that of the gasoline-only 2. The Hybrid also included the aluminum-alloy wheels that were
otherwise optional on the 2. Hybrid Sedan only : Includes 2. A redesigned Altima debuted at the
New York International Auto Show for the model year , and went on sale in the summer of Like

the Camry and Accord , it will continue to offer a base 4-cylinder engine with a 3. Specifications
for the QR25DE 2. Nissan estimates the 2. Most of the major mechanical components of this
generation Altima are carried over. For the first time, a manual transmission is not available.
Despite the larger size of the Altima compared to the previous model, the new Altima weighs
about pounds less. The Altima continues to be the lightest midsize sedan in its class; this is
mostly due to its efficient use of high strength steel and aluminum in areas such as the trunk,
hood, and roof. The front end shares the same new corporate grille as the Versa with more
angular headlights than the Versa's rounded ones. It draws many styling influences from " coke
bottle styling ", an appearance that was popular during the s and s, a return to an appearance
Nissan used during that time. Nissan offers the Altima in five different trims; 2. Alongside the
L33 Altima sedan, the previous-generation L32 Altima coupe will continue on sale. The 6-speed
manual transmission is no longer available in the Altima Sedan due to slow sales. The SL
model, which was once an equipment package for the Altima 2. In addition, the base 2.
Production started in late May and the car went on sale in June in the United States, and August
of the same year in Canada. The Altima will also be on sale in various other markets existing or
new , particularly the Middle East where it replaces the fourth generation L32A models, and the
Australian market for the first time sometime next year, replacing the Nissan Maxima J32 Teana.
The Nissan Altima Coupe was discontinued due to slow sales after the model year, which
means Nissan will only focus on the sedan model for the Altima while the hybrid and coupe are
discontinued. Model year saw the return of the SR performance model. Available with either 4 or
6 cylinder engines it comes equipped with 18 inch alloy wheels, sport decklid spoiler, unique
sport interior with blue piping on the seats, SR logo floormats, and leather wrapped steering
wheel and gearshift lever. In a comparison test by Motor Trend , the Nissan Altima 2. This was
followed by a third place showing in a comparison done by the Car and Driver team. This was a
series of three comparison tests involving mid-size sedans. In this particular test, four cars
were tested. The Volkswagen Passat is included in the test as it won the first round of mid-sized
sedan comparison. More recently, in a comparison test conducted by Edmunds. It is stated that
the Altima is good in almost everything with only minor deficiencies. It drives well, entertaining
on twisty roads, has comfortable seats and remains quiet on highways. It is the least expensive
but doesn't feel like it. The mileage figures only adds to its high appeal. The third generation
Nissan Teana was introduced to Japan, essentially being a rebadged version of the North
American Altima. In Japan, the Teana is offered in 2. In Thailand, the L33 Teana was debuted in
August where it was available with either a 2. Variants was also streamlined down to just three:
2. In Malaysia, the L33 Teana was launched in June where it is available with either a 2. Three
variants were available which was the 2. The Nismo Aero Package added front bumper soilers,
rear bumper spoilers, side skirts, trunk lid spoiler and exhaust finisher. Nissan India has
discontinued its Teana D-segment sedan as the Teana failed to generate volumes for the
carmaker in India in The company has also removed the saloon from its official website. The
model year received a thorough facelift including new front and rear bumpers, headlamps and
taillamps, reshaped Zero Gravity front seats, steering wheel and central console. A new SR trim
level added sporty seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, sport cloth seating surfaces,
SiriusXM Satellite Radio , a front power driver's bucket seat, and a sports leather-wrapped
multi-function steering wheel to the S model. The 3. For , the 2. Also for , the previously-base 2.
This also meant that all Altima models now came standard with a five-inch color display audio
system, rear-mounted speakers, and Intelligent Key Access for all four doors, all of which were
not available on the 2. A new model, which is expected to debut during the New York Auto Show
as an early model, has been seen testing. It appears larger than the current model, and also
adapts styling cues from the Nissan Maxima , which include LED front head lamps and Nissan
's new "V-Motion" front grille. The push-button ignition appears to have also been relocated to
the center console, now located next to the transmission shift lever. For , the previous base and
slow-selling 2. The new "base" model of the Altima became the 2. This was previously optional
equipment on the Nissan Altima 3. Even with the 2. The car was revealed in October and was the
first car to be homologated for the New Generation V8 Supercar regulations, which were to be
used in the V8 Supercars Championship from onwards. It was the first time Nissan had raced in
the series since , when Nissan's Skyline GT-R was forced out of racing due to regulation
changes. Moffat and co-driver Taz Douglas finished on the podium at the Supercheap Auto
Bathurst , and the team has taken numerous other podium finishes. It is the world's first
production ready variable compression turbo engine. All Wheel Drive is only available on the 2.
Nissan began accepting preorders for the all-new Altima starting June 15, An Edition One
Special Edition model was offered exclusively to buyers who choose to preorder their all-new
Altima. The Edition One trim, based on the all-new Nissan Altima Platinum Turbo, was produced
in limited numbers, and offered features that was not offered on any other all-new Nissan Altima

models, such as nineteen-inch 19" dark gray-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, 'Edition One'
exterior badging, illuminated interior door sill kick plates, a rear spoiler, external ground
lighting, and unique 'Edition One'-embroidered premium carpeted floor mats. Finally, special
complimentary concierge services will be provided to those who preorder the vehicle. Nissan's
sister luxury vehicle brand, Infiniti , offered a similar incentive for those who preordered the
all-new second-generation Infiniti QX50 compact crossover SUV, though no special edition
model was offered to those buyers. In addition to the special edition Edition One, Nissan Altima
buyers could also preorder any other trim level. All Altima trim levels come equipped with
standard features such as the Nissan Safety Shield suite of driver assistance technologies, a
"D"-ring sport steering wheel, the Adaptive Driver Assist Display, the NissanConnect 8. All
models include a naturally-aspirated, 2. SR and Platinum models also offer the optional
turbocharged 2. Upper trim levels of the Altima offer GPS navigation with traffic and weather
information, HD Radio , a Bose premium amplified audio system, NissanConnect Services,
Nissan ProPilot Assist, additional driver assistance features, a leather-wrapped, heated steering
wheel, power-adjustable front bucket seats with memory for the front driver's seat, heated and
ventilated front seats and heated outboard rear seats, perforated luxury leather-trimmed or
"PrimaTex" seating surfaces, a power moonroof, woodgrain interior trim, and upgraded
aluminum-alloy wheels. It used SprayPainter spray painting robots to paint the mural twice and
change the background to 4 different designs endlessly from November 14â€”19, It has a Good
rating for all tests except for an Acceptable rating for headlights. Other important safety
features include: [81]. About a third of Nissan Altima's sales in the U. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. Gasoline : 1. Retrieved 28 April Levin and Special To
the New York The New York Times. New York Times. Retrieved October 8, Archived from the
original on Retrieved JB car pages. Car and Driver. American Archive of Public Broadcasting.
May Nissan USA. Jun 19, Paul Tan's Automotive News. Retrieved 14 January Nissan Online
Newsroom. Assembly plants to build all-new Altima". Mississippi Business Journal. The News
Wheel. SUV News and Analysis. NY Daily News. Sales Slow". Retrieved 3 February The Wall
Street Journal. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Authority
control LCCN : sh Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead
external links from March Articles with permanently dead external links CS1 maint: archived
copy as title Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from December
Commons category link from Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia
Wikipedia articles with LCCN identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car â€”; â€” for coupes only Mid-size car
â€”present. Nissan Bluebird Nissan Stanza. Allan Flowers [2]. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive.
Nissan Quest V40 Mercury Villager. Doug Wilson [5]. Jerry Hirshberg [6]. Nissan D platform.
Nissan Teana. Toshiyuki Abe, Giovanny Arroba [37]. August â€”present [64]. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan Altima.
Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe.
GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. LCCN : sh Drivers with a penchant for performance are
usually willing to make sacrifices for a sporty edge. The Nissan Maxima has long catered to this
set by offering standard V6 power and sharper handling than the typical midsize sedan. With the
Maxima, you get a horsepower V6 plus lots of standard features. Even the base-trim Maxima
comes with leather upholstery, for instance. Unfortunately, the Maxima, which is part of the
eight-generation car that debuted for , has little else to distinguish itself. Fresher rivals, such as
the Honda Accord, Kia K5 and Toyota Camry, offer similar performance potential with fewer
compromises. They typically cost less, too. We generally suggest going with one of these rivals,
but check out the categories of our Expert Rating to learn more about the Maxima's strengths
and weaknesses. Powering all Maxima models is a 3. SR The sporty SR trim adds plenty of racy
touches and a few convenience features such as:. Platinum The top-of-the-line Platinum model
goes without the SR's sport-tuned suspension and paddle shifters but adds:. Bought it primarily
as an upgrade from my Maxima, which I loved. I was looking for the latest safety features and
CarPlay compatibility. But the 40th anniversary package really makes it stand out! Quiet and
comfortable, but plenty of power too especially in sport mode. Write a review. See all 1 reviews.
Nissan bills the Maxima as a four-door sports car, but the Kia Stinger actually delivers on that
promise. With an available turbocharged V6 engine, rear- or all-wheel drive, and sharp handling,
the Stinger is a must-see if you want performance from a sedan. The Maxima does as well as a
front-wheel-drive sedan can be expected, but it falls short in terms of value and comfort. Read
Edmunds' long-term road test of the Kia Stinger. The Kia K5 is new in name, though in reality,
it's the continuation of the retired Optima. Despite its rather humble beginnings, the K5 is a

standout in the class, with aggressive styling, engaging driving dynamics and the kind of value
that Kia is known for. The top-of-the-line K5 GT has a stout turbocharged four-cylinder that
rivals the Maxima's V6 for power. In many ways, the Mazda 6 represents what the Maxima could
have been. Its sleek styling manages to turn heads and the sporty handling will elicit a smile in
spirited driving, yet it costs quite a bit less than the Nissan. The advantages continue to build
with the Mazda 6's more modern tech and comfortable seats. The least-expensive Nissan
Maxima is the Nissan Maxima 3. The Nissan Maxima is offered in the following submodels:
Maxima Sedan. Available styles include 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Nissan Maxima and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Maxima 5. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Maxima. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Nissan Maxima and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Maxima featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan Maxima. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Maxima. Photos Select year - New - New.
Select a trim 3. Other years. Pros Well-made, attractive cabin Sharp handling for a midsize
sedan Cons The back seat and trunk aren't very spacious Overly firm ride quality in the SR trim
Compromised visibility Dated infotainment system What's new Limited-production 40th
Anniversary Edition Streamlined trim level lineup Part of the eighth Maxima generation
introduced for The Maxima offers an appealing bridge to luxury sedans with sporty handling,
above-average performance and a classy interior. Yet despite its ample mass, this midsize
sedan doesn't offer a lot of space for either passengers or things. Many rivals also deliver better
tech and more features for less money. The Maxima isn't quite the "four-door sports car" that
Nissan says it is. It's not even really a sport sedan. But it is a sporty midsize sedan, with
above-average handling and strong acceleration from a V6 engine. Oddly, the Maxima feels
heavy at low speeds but lighter and more agile as speed increases. This sensation largely
comes down to the steering feel. In many cars it's the opposite â€” lighter at parking-lot speeds
and heavier with at higher speeds. In turns and corners, the Maxima's dynamic limits are fairly
low, but the car communicates well enough that drivers can be confident not to overstep them.
Overall, this Nissan is a friendly and easy car to drive. The Maxima's quiet cabin â€” a joint
effort involving acoustic glass, ample sound-deadening materials and active noise cancellation
â€” gives the sedan a premium feel out on the road. The ride is firm and controlled, and the
suspension does well at absorbing bumps and road imperfections. A firmer sport suspension is
available for drivers willing to trade ride comfort for sharper handling. Overall, the Maxima rides
better than most midsize family sedans and more like an entry-level luxury car. The Maxima's
seats also straddle the line between sporty support and long-distance comfort. They'll keep you

in place through fast corners but remain comfortable for long stretches. The Maxima's interior
looks great, the controls are easy to use, and the infotainment system's structure is logical. But
there's a price to pay for the Maxima's sleek exterior design. Passenger space is limited, and the
cabin feels small. Front passengers get decent headroom, but intrusions in the footwells and
high armrests make things feel cramped. Rear passengers endure even less legroom and
headroom. And getting in and out of the Maxima, particularly for those in the rear seat, is more
work than it should be. Visibility also leaves something to be desired, and the front corners of
the car are hard to judge. Useful side mirrors and safety aids help for awareness. The stereo
and touchscreen are adequate, especially if you like bass, but other midsize sedans cost less
and offer more fully featured systems and better audio. Most basic infotainment features can be
controlled through voice command, but we found the system finicky about word choice and
phrasing. Driver aids are also limited. Adaptive cruise control works well and can bring the car
to a complete stop, but Nissan's innovative ProPilot package isn't offered. Considering the
Maxima's size, its overall cargo capacity is disappointing. The Maxima lags behind similarly
sized cars in both small-item storage and trunk space, but the trunk has a wide and low
opening, which makes for easy loading. Additional useful features include hooks for hanging
shopping bags and in-trunk pull tabs to release the fold-down seats. The Maxima has four
clearly marked lower car-seat anchors across the back seat and sufficient space for most car
seats. The downside is the sloping rear door opening that will require some parental
contortions for access. In our time with the car, we had trouble matching EPA numbers, falling
short even of the city mpg estimate. The fact that 91 octane is recommended adds even more
cost. The Maxima tries to thread a line between a near-luxury car and one that delivers
better-than-average performance. It doesn't quite succeed at either. Sure, the interior looks nice
with a veneer of luxury and many touch points covered in soft or premium materials. It also
offers a measure of sophisticated handling and performance, but nothing you can't get from
another competitor for less money. The Maxima manages to capture a sense of luxury and
sportiness in an accessible package, even if it doesn't quite excel at either. It's a car designed to
make the driver feel good. Largely it succeeds, even if it's far from the best value. Since one of
the Maxima's few selling points is its sporty performance, we suggest the SR trim that comes
with a stiffer suspension for sharper handling. You also get some comfort and safety features to
help justify the added cost. Standard feature highlights include:. Read more. Find savings on
the Maxima for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Maxima lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the Maxima. Trending topics in reviews comfort road noise appearance
technology safety. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, 40th anniversary 4DSC.
Automatically applies the brakes to lessen the impact of a front collision. Intelligent
Around-View Monitor Provides a degree, top-down view of the Maxima to help when parking.
Side Impact Test Good. Nissan Maxima vs. Kia Stinger Nissan bills the Maxima as a four-door
sports car, but the Kia Stinger actually delivers on that promise. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Related Maxima Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Maxima both on the road
and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Nissan Maxima fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the Maxima gets an EPA-estimated 24 mpg. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Maxima has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Nissan Maxima is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Maxima. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the
reviews, and be sure to compare the Maxima's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Nissan Maxima is a good car.
Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Maxima and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Maxima is a good car for you. Other versions include: 3. If you're interested in the Nissan
Maxima, the next question is, which Maxima model is right for you? Maxima variants include 3.
What do people think of the Nissan Maxima? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan Maxima and all model years in
our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Nissan Maxima? Which Nissan
Maximas are available in my area? Can't find a new Nissan Maximas you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Nissan Maxima?
Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Maxima drive?
How comfortable is the Maxima? How economical is the Maxima? Is the Maxima a good value?
All right, so with your best Don LaFontaine the famous movie trailer announcer voice, say: "In a
world where all of the light-duty pickups are thoroughly modern and highly customizable, there
was one that stood up to resist the change: the Nissan Titan. You'd watch that, or at least catch

it when it came out on Netflix. Alas, the Titan might be better as a movie than a pickup you'd
want to buy. Although Nissan rolled out a variety of updates last year, this is still pretty much
the same truck that hit the streets back for the model year. So it's not surprisingly behind the
times in regards to capability and configuration flexibility. True, a V8 comes standard, but you
don't get any choice if you want higher fuel economy. Also, the Titan's towing and hauling
numbers, while decent, are quite a ways off from what you can get from a Chevrolet Silverado,
Ford F or Ram Overall, it's hard to recommend the Titan considering how good the competition
is. But you can learn more by reading our in-depth Expert Rating. There are two cab sizes to
choose from: the extended cab Nissan calls this the King Cab and the crew cab. The extended
cab is only available in S, SV and Pro-4X trims, while the crew cab is available in all five trim
levels. Every Titan is powered by a 5. The feature highlights include: S The base S starts off
with:. The S also comes with Nissan's Safety Shield suite of driver aids. It includes:. Pro-4X The
off-road-focused Pro-4X features a number of upgrades that include:. It also adds:. I bought a
fully loaded Pro-4X. It has safety features and technology that aids in driving that can save your
life. I got into it for less than I could have with the other four brands. This is my 5th Titan. Dealer
support is great. Highly recommend. I previously owned a Titan Platinum Reserve. I have a fully
loaded up Pro-4x. Very solid stereo, huge sunroof, so far the build has been great. Quiet interior
and it looks great to me at least as they tweaked the front end. Heated and Cooled seats also
work much better so far than the inconsistent. So far the 's have been very good though a
shade slow to heat up, but they do and quite well. Great Tech on this truck also for parking and
safety. I may have liked the previous Rockford Fosgate Stereo slightly better, but the Fender
system is good for a stock system. Given the outstanding warranty it's tough to go wrong. Only
drawback is the MPG as I do wish it was a bit better. The seats are exceptionally comfortable,
even on long trips. Nissan reportedly added more sound insulation for the last model, and we
believe it shows. PROS: strong V8, comfortable seats, increased infotainment makes Apple
CarPlay easier, new upgraded gauge cluster makes accessing info easier, added safety features
are easy to use, in-truck storage is good for small to medium items, the Utili-track bed system is
helpful, factory can steps have extra grip to prevent slipping in wet conditions , upgraded LED
headlights outperform prior generations headlights. CONS: driver seat position is still high tall
folks have their head near the headliner and sunroof , the steering is heavy perhaps more
boosting needed at lower speeds? The truck transmission almost seems to not always select
the ideal gear. Never happened with the older 7 speed unit but the 9 speed seems unrefined by
comparison. Write a review. See all 3 reviews. Fully redesigned in , the Chevy Silverado is a
thoroughly modern truck with lots of standard and optional features to pick from. The Silverado
doesn't break any ground in terms of interior design but it's more refined than the Titan and
offers a wider range of available engines. Like the Titan, the Tundra offers standard V8 power
and a long list of standard features. Unfortunately for the Tundra, it's got a bumpy ride and poor
fuel economy estimates from the EPA. But if you're interested in serious off-roading, the Tundra
offers the highly capable TRD Pro trim level. The Ram is at the head of its class among full-size
pickup trucks. It's quiet and comfortable, and it has some of the best towing and hauling
numbers in the segment. The Ram also offers more available engines than the Titan, including a
diesel-powered six-cylinder that's great for towing. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Nissan Titan and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Titan 5.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Titan. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Nissan Titan and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Titan featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan Titan. Edmunds has deep data on over 6

million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Titan. Photos Select year - New - New. Select
a type Crew Cab King Cab. Other years. Pros Comfortable front seats V8 engine comes
standard Many advanced driver safety features also come standard Cons No alternative engines
or axle ratios Maximum towing and payload capacities fall behind class leaders Mediocre
in-cabin storage Hard to see out of the back and to the sides What's new No changes to
features or equipment Small price increase over model Part of the second Titan generation
introduced for The Titan has a standard V8 engine, a comfortable cabin and enough towing
capacity for most jobs. It's a perfectly competent full-size light-duty pickup truck. Otherwise, the
Titan fails to impress. It doesn't have enough personality to make up for the lack of choice in
powertrains, features and body styles that rivals offer. You get a standard V8 engine in the
Titan. That's fine if you like V8s but other trucks give you a lot more choice. The Titan we tested
accelerated from 0 to 60 mph in 7. But the V8, paired with the nine-speed automatic, puts the
power to the ground smoothly. We didn't expect the Titan to raise any eyebrows dynamically.
But the steering is surprisingly heavy and cumbersome in a way that hinders maneuverability at
low speed. You have to press hard on the brakes for full stopping power, and you feel the
weight of this 3-ton truck on winding roads. The Titan rides smoothly over even pavement and
handles cracks and bumps in the road without upsetting the cabin. It's a comfortable ride made
better by the front seats that are cushy and supportive. The automatic climate control springs
into action quickly. But the fans are awfully loud and contribute to high levels of ambient noise
that always seems present in the cabin. At speed, there is noticeable wind noise, and you need
to speak louder to hold a conversation on the highway. This is a familiar truck interior, with a
traditional column-mounted shift lever and clearly labeled large buttons well within reach. Inside
there's a lot of hard plastic, but Nissan does a good job of dressing up higher trims with soft
materials and wood accents. Passenger space is good in the front and acceptable in the rear,
though many rivals in the class are more impressive. The door handles are huge, and it's easy
to climb in and out. There's a high, commanding view of the road â€” taller drivers may actually
wish the seat lowered a bit more â€” and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel helps with finding
a comfortable position. Front visibility is fine over the hood, but the blind spots are huge, even
with large convex sideview mirrors. Thank goodness for the blind-spot monitoring system. The
9-inch touchscreen that comes on most Titans provides crisp and clear graphics, and Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto are standard. Unfortunately, parts of the screen wash out if you're
wearing polarized sunglasses. Also, the rearview camera's resolution is poor and looks
particularly pixelated and low-tech on such a high-definition screen. Even the Fender stereo
system is only so-so. Nissan deserves kudos for making Safety Shield , its suite of advanced
assist features, standard equipment. The adaptive cruise control is especially effective,
managing changes in speed smoothly even when other vehicles drift in and out of your lane. We
also like the NissanConnect app services including a live on-call concierge who can
troubleshoot tech problems or send directions straight into your vehicle. There is a lot of
storage space inside the Titan, but Nissan hasn't made it as clever or configurable as the
storage in other trucks. For example, there's a handy soft smartphone grip in the Titan, but it's
located in such a way that it takes away from accessible center storage space. The Ram has a
similar smartphone grip, but it is tucked out of the way, pressed against a wireless charging
pad. The Titan's maximum towing capacity when properly equipped is 9, pounds. That's enough
for a typical trailer but it's far from the best in the light-duty pickup class. Maximum payload
capacity of 1, pounds is also a bit lightweight. But the bed is spacious, and it's easier to reach
over the side than it is in other full-size pickups. That's on par with rival V8s, but Nissan doesn't
offer a more fuel-efficient engine option as competitors do. Our test Titan returned Many
vehicles we test on this route easily do better than their EPA estimate. The Titan has little to
offer here. Warranty coverage is average, and there's no way to save on gas with a more
fuel-efficient engine. Plus, the Titan is not exactly cheap, which makes hard plastics in the cabin

more of an eyesore. It's harder to justify the costs and trade-offs associated with this truck than
it once was. There's nothing that's special about the Nissan Titan. It will get you and a whole lot
of stuff where you need to go, but little stands out about the experience besides basic
competency. Even the powerful V8 engine lacks character, and some clever touches such as
the smartphone grip are overshadowed by their unintended consequences. We typically
wouldn't expect a ton of personality from a full-size truck. However, the Titan's competitors
have largely figured out how to stand out from the crowd in some way, shape or form. That's an
obstacle Nissan has yet to conquer. With a wide variety of available option packages, the
midlevel SV trim is our pick for the Nissan Titan. It offers standard features including adaptive
cruise control and trailer sway control, as well as option packages that include creature
comforts such as dual-zone automatic climate control and a larger 9-inch infotainment screen.
The feature highlights include:. It also adds: Features from the Pro-4X Convenience package
inch chrome wheels Chrome exterior and interior trim Running boards Platinum Reserve The
top-of-the-line Platinum Reserve adds to the SL trim with features such as: Premium leather
seating Wood trim on the dash, doors and steering wheel Leather-wrapped center console
Heated and ventilated front seats Heated rear seats Other Titan options include: Rear-seat
entertainment system Panoramic sunroof Nissan's Titan Box in-bed storage. Read more. Find
savings on the Titan for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Titan lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the Titan. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, May be
best truck on the market. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:.
Get started Already have a dealer quote? Intelligent Cruise Control Maintains a driver-set
distance between the Titan and the car in front. Blind-Spot Warning Alerts you if a vehicle in the
next lane over is in your blind spot. Nissan Titan vs. Chevrolet Silverado Fully redesigned in ,
the Chevy Silverado is a thoroughly modern truck with lots of standard and optional features to
pick from. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. The Edmunds
experts tested the Titan both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about
Nissan Titan fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Titan gets an EPA-estimated 17
mpg to 18 mpg, depending on the configuration. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Nissan Titan is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Titan. Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Titan's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Nissan Titan is a good car. Edmunds' expert
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testing team reviewed the Titan and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Titan is a good car for
you. If you're interested in the Nissan Titan, the next question is, which Titan model is right for
you? What do people think of the Nissan Titan? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan Titan and all model years in
our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Nissan Titan? Which Nissan Titans
are available in my area? Can't find a new Nissan Titans you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Nissan Titan? Check out Nissan
lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Titan drive? How comfortable is
the Titan? How economical is the Titan? Is the Titan a good value?

